SATURDAY
August 20, 2022
TIME

EVENT

4-H/ FFA Jr. Market
8:30 - 10:00 AM Animal Preview, Buyer
Breakfast and Auction

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

10:00 - 9:00 PM

Fair opens for the Day!

Dangerous Feats of
Comedy

$5 Unlimited Bounce
Houses

11:30 AM

Live Music

12:30 PM

Hypnotist Corrie J.

2:30-3:30 PM

4-H/FFA Livestock
Judging

2:30 PM

Dangerous Feats of
Comedy

4:00 PM

Dairy Animals Removed

4:30 AM

Dangerous Feats of
Comedy

LOCATION

INFORMATION

Indoor Arena

Buyers have the opportunity to grab
free breakfast and visit with the youth
selling animals prior to the sale. 4H/FFA youth have the opportunity to
see their project animals that they
have worked with.

Fairgrounds
An amazing blend of comedy, juggling,
strength and balance. This is a high
MadisonHealth
energy production involving danger
Stage
and mixing it with up beat humor!
Sure to make everyone laugh.

Fairgrounds

Bounce the day away! Go in an out as
much as you want!

MadisonHealth
TBA
Stage
Great entertainment isn't about the
performer--- it's about YOU! The
MadisonHealth audience! That's how you know this
Stage
show will be fun, fun, FUN! You and
your friends are at the front and
center of all the fun.
Youth will compete in a livestock
judging competition for prizes and the
Indoor Arena
opportunity to compete at the state
contest.
MadisonHealth
Encore of this unearthly show!
Stage
Take out West Stalls must be cleaned and all wood
Doors
chops removed from the barn.
An amazing blend of comedy, juggling,
strength and balance. This is a high
energy production involving danger
and mixing it with up beat humor!
Sure to make everyone laugh.

5:00 PM

All Market Animals
Removed

5:00 PM

Project/Portfolio Pick-up

Veteran's
Building

5:30-7:00 PM

Demonstration Contest

Veteran's
Building

6:00 PM

Hypnotist Corrie J.

7:00 PM

WHR MOTOCROSS

Stalls cleaned out and checked out
with species supervisor. Animals will
not be removed prior to 5 PM.
All red/white ribbon projects must be
picked up at the Veteran's Building
starting at 6 till 9 PM on Saturday. All
portfolios except the top and
honorable mention portfolios, should
also be picked up at this time. All blueribbon projects and top/honorable
mention portfolos, are eligible to be
exhibited at the Eastern Idaho State
Fair.
4-H Youth compete in a county
demonstration/public speaking
contest.

Great entertainment isn't about the
performer--- it's about YOU! The
MadisonHealth audience! That's how you know this
Stage
show will be fun, fun, FUN! You and
your friends are at the front and
center of all the fun.

Grandstands

Crazy stunts, races, and rides! An
adrenaline filled night that SELLS OUT
FAST!

